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Membranes are the boundary of biological cells and are responsible for the transportation of various chemical species and ions from one side to the other, an essential process for all living things.[1](#anie201603676-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The main body of the biological membrane is a bilayer of phospholipids, which are amphiphilic in nature: the hydrophobic tail is a nonpolar alkyl chain and the hydrophilic head consists of polar or charged moieties. Water around the lipid head group unquestionably plays an important role in the function of biomolecular assemblies. Various interesting membrane processes, such as permeation of water across membranes,[2](#anie201603676-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} formation of water channels that mediate ion transport,[3](#anie201603676-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and interaction between two membranes, are dependent on the behavior of water in the vicinity of lipid membranes.[4](#anie201603676-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, understanding the structure and dynamics of interfacial water at lipid interfaces is of the utmost importance.

For elucidating the dynamics of water at amphiphile--water interfaces, time‐resolved IR experiments have been intensively performed by controlling the number of water molecules in the reverse micelles and lamellar structures,[5](#anie201603676-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} which provides rich insight into the nature of interfacial water. Vibrational sum frequency generation (VSFG) can provide information from a different viewpoint because it has intrinsic interface selectivity (which IR spectroscopy lacks): it can give the vibrational spectrum of interfacial molecules without controlling and limiting the number of water molecules. The VSFG technique has been applied to lipid interfaces to investigate the properties of interfacial water.[6](#anie201603676-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In particular, heterodyne‐detected (HD‐) VSFG spectroscopy enables measurement of the imaginary part of χ^(2)^ (Imχ^(2)^), which provides interface‐selective vibrational spectra that can be directly compared to IR and Raman spectra.[6c](#anie201603676-bib-0006c){ref-type="ref"},[6d](#anie201603676-bib-0006d){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#anie201603676-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the sign of the Imχ^(2)^ signal gives information about the orientation of interfacial molecules.[6c](#anie201603676-bib-0006c){ref-type="ref"},[6d](#anie201603676-bib-0006d){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#anie201603676-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Recently, HD‐VSFG spectroscopy has been extended to femtosecond time‐resolved measurements and 2D spectroscopy (2D HD‐VSFG), which allows us to measure the ultrafast vibrational dynamics of interfacial molecules.[9](#anie201603676-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} 2D HD‐VSFG measures the pump‐frequency dependence of ΔImχ^(2)^ (pump‐induced change in Imχ^(2)^ spectra), which makes it an interface analogue of the 2D IR technique.[10](#anie201603676-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} In this study, we applied 2D HD‐VSFG spectroscopy to positively and negatively charged lipid monolayers on isotopically diluted water for clarification of the hydrogen bond dynamics of interfacial water.

We chose DPTAP (1,2‐dipalmitoyl‐3‐trimethyl‐ ammonium propane chloride salt) and DPPG (1,2‐dipalmitoyl‐*sn*‐glycero‐3‐phosphorylglycerol sodium salt) as positively and negatively charged lipids, respectively. Figure [1](#anie201603676-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the steady‐state Imχ^(2)^ spectra of the OH stretch of isotopically diluted water (HOD in D~2~O) at the positively charged DPTAP and negatively charged DPPG interfaces. Since the ratio of each water species is H~2~O:HOD:D~2~O=1:8:16, HOD is the predominant species that gives rise to the signal in the OH stretch region. Because the Fermi resonance and other couplings are suppressed by the isotopic dilution, the Imχ^(2)^ spectra only exhibit one broad band, which is attributable to the OH stretch of hydrogen‐bonded water below the lipid head group.[6c](#anie201603676-bib-0006c){ref-type="ref"} The sign of Imχ^(2)^ is negative for the positively charged DPTAP interface but positive for the negatively charged DPPG interface, indicating that water has hydrogen (H‐) down orientation at the DPTAP interface and H‐up orientation at the DPPG interface. The peak wavenumbers and spectral features of the OH stretch bands in the two Imχ^(2)^ spectra are similar to each other, except for their signs, indicating similar hydrogen bond strength for water at the DPTAP and DPPG interfaces.

![Steady‐state Imχ^(2)^ spectra for the OH stretch of HOD of positively charged DPTAP (red line) and negatively charged DPPG (blue line) interfaces.](ANIE-55-10621-g001){#anie201603676-fig-0001}

The steady‐state Imχ^(2)^ spectra suggest that water at the DPTAP and DPPG interfaces have opposite orientation but similar hydrogen bond strength. At a glance, interfacial water at both lipid interfaces would look "bulk‐like" because the peak positions of the OH stretch bands are nearly equal to that of the IR spectrum of HOD in bulk D~2~O.[6c](#anie201603676-bib-0006c){ref-type="ref"} However, 2D HD‐VSFG reveals that interfacial water at the DPTAP and DPPG interfaces is completely different from a dynamical viewpoint.

Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} shows the 2D HD‐VSFG spectra of the OH stretch of HOD in D~2~O at the positively and negatively charged lipid interfaces at different time delays. The 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum shows the response (ΔImχ^(2)^) of the OH stretch at the lipid interfaces as a function of probe (*ω* ~2~, horizontal axis) and pump (*ω* ~pump,~ vertical axis) wavenumbers. The red color in the 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum in Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a represents the positive ΔImχ^(2)^ associated with the bleaching of the negative OH stretch band (the 0--1 transition), and blue represents negative ΔImχ^(2)^ associated with the appearance of the negative hot band (the 1--2 transition) for water at the DPTAP interface. The hot band is red‐shifted because of vibrational anharmonicity. The color of the positive and negative ΔImχ^(2)^ spectral response of the 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum for DPPG (Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b) is opposite to DPTAP because of the different sign of the OH stretch band in the steady‐state spectra (Figure [1](#anie201603676-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![2D HD‐VSFG spectra of the OH stretch of HOD at the a) DPTAP and b) DPPG interfaces. The black, straight line in each 2D spectrum represents the slope of the bleach lobe. Spectra after 700 fs are not shown here because they are dominated by the spectral change arising from thermalization, which is not relevant to the present study.](ANIE-55-10621-g002){#anie201603676-fig-0002}

The 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum of the DPTAP interface at 0 fs (Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} a) shows a strong red lobe centered around (*ω* ~pump~, *ω* ~2~)=(3500 cm^−1^, 3450 cm^−1^). The lobe is elongated along the diagonal line but the elongation is incomplete. The diagonal elongation indicates the memory of *ω* ~pump~ held by the OH stretch vibration in a distinct hydrogen bonding environment at the interface. As each OH vibration "forgets" the *ω* ~pump~ at which it has been photoexcited (that is, spectral diffusion), the diagonal elongation gradually vanishes with time. The degree of the diagonal elongation can be evaluated from the slope of the black straight line drawn in the 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum.[11](#anie201603676-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The black line in Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} is a fit for black solid markers that indicate the peak *ω* ~2~ wavenumbers of horizontal cuts at each *ω* ~pump~ wavenumber. Here the slope is defined in such a manner that the vertical line has zero slope, whereas the slope of the diagonal line is unity. As shown in Figure [3](#anie201603676-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, the slope in the 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum of DPTAP is 0.29±0.04 at 0 fs, and it decays to 0.09±0.03 at 700 fs owing to spectral diffusion. In sharp contrast, the 2D HD‐VSFG spectrum of the DPPG interface at 0 fs (Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} b) shows a blue lobe around (*ω* ~pump~, *ω* ~2~)=(3500 cm^−1^, 3500 cm^−1^) that is almost completely elongated along the diagonal line. The slope for DPPG decays from 0.80±0.03 at 0 fs to 0.25±0.08 at 700 fs (Figure [3](#anie201603676-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The temporal change of the slope is reproduced by a single‐exponential decay with a time constant of 750±350 fs for both DPTAP and DPPG within S/N, as indicated by the solid lines in Figure [3](#anie201603676-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.

![Slope of the bleach lobe plotted as a function of delay time for the DPTAP (red marker) and DPPG (blue marker) interfaces. Solid lines represent 750 fs single‐exponential decays. The red dotted line indicates the invisible ultrafast component of DPTAP.](ANIE-55-10621-g003){#anie201603676-fig-0003}

Although the 2D HD‐VSFG spectra of DPTAP and DPPG exhibit spectral diffusion with a similar time constant of about 750 fs, the initial value of the slope at 0 fs for DPTAP is much smaller than that for DPPG. This suggests that nearly instantaneous dynamics, faster than approximately 100 fs, are hidden in the spectral diffusion data of DPTAP. Such an ultrafast process cannot be directly observed with the present time resolution (∼200 fs; see the Supporting Information), resulting in the reduced value of the initial slope in Figure [3](#anie201603676-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. In other words, spectral diffusion for DPTAP consists of an invisible ultrafast process (\<∼100 fs) and a visible sub‐picosecond process. (The invisible ultrafast component is suggested with a dotted line in Figure [3](#anie201603676-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.) Such a bimodal temporal behavior is characteristic of the frequency correlation loss of bulk HOD in D~2~O reported by Tokmakoff and co‐workers with 2D IR, and the faster (60 and 130 fs) and slower (1.4 ps) dynamics of bulk HOD in D~2~O were attributed to hydrogen bond fluctuation and rearrangement, respectively.[12](#anie201603676-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} The present 2D HD‐VSFG experiment strongly suggests that the spectral diffusion of HOD at the DPTAP interface occurs in a similar manner, not only because of similar temporal behavior but also because the interfacial water at the DPTAP interface has almost the same hydrogen bond strength as bulk water.[6c](#anie201603676-bib-0006c){ref-type="ref"} The difference in the time constant of the slow component, when comparing the interface and the bulk, may be due to the existence of the charge at the interface and/or the difference in the degree of the isotopic dilution. The 2D HD‐VSFG, as well as steady‐state HD‐VSFG spectra of HOD, suggests that χ^(2)^‐active water at the DPTAP interface is attributed to bulk‐like water in the electric double layer formed by the cationic lipid head group and the counterion. Notably, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations performed for the zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine suggested that water molecules form a clathrate structure around the choline group.[13](#anie201603676-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} If a clathrate structure also exists in the case of the positively charged DPTAP interface, such water molecules also contribute to the χ^(2)^ signal, along with the water in the electric double layer that is not directly associated with the choline group. Nevertheless, it is considered that such water also exhibits the property of "bulk‐like water", as shown by a recent vibrational spectroscopic study.[14](#anie201603676-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

In contrast to the DPTAP interface, the initial value of the slope for the DPPG interface is nearly unity. This implies that the inhomogeneity of the OH stretch band at the DPPG interface is well‐resolved by the time‐resolution of the present experiment because the frequency modulation is slow enough. In fact, the spectral diffusion dynamics of DPPG are dominated by the sub‐picosecond process, and this temporal behavior is completely different from the dynamics of bulk‐like water because the ultrafast process (\<∼100 fs) is almost absent. This suggests that the χ^(2)^‐active water species is predominantly attributed to the bound water, which is hydrogen‐bonded to the head group of DPPG. Although the steady‐state spectrum of DPPG indicates that the hydrogen bond strength of interfacial water is similar to that of DPTAP (Figure [1](#anie201603676-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), the 2D spectra clearly show that the hydrogen bond dynamics are drastically different. It implies that the time scale of the spectral‐diffusion dynamics does not have a direct correlation with the hydrogen bond strength estimated from the steady‐state measurement. In the case of DPPG, the interfacial water can be strongly hydrogen‐bonded to the phosphatidylglycerol head group: the phosphate group forms firm hydrogen bonds with water, and glycerol hydroxy groups at the terminal end can also provide additional hydrogen bonding sites.[15](#anie201603676-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} It is very likely that the hydrogen bond with the phosphatidylglycerol head group largely limits the fast fluctuation of interfacial water because of the slow motion of DPPG. Note that the phosphatidylglycerol group of DPPG can form hydrogen bonds with water, whereas the choline group of DPTAP cannot. The 2D spectra demonstrate that the dynamics of interfacial water are crucially dependent on whether the lipid head group can bind water and conformationally restrict the fluctuation of the hydrogen bond.

It is noteworthy that the peak height of the steady‐state Imχ^(2)^ spectrum of HOD at the DPPG interface is about half of the peak height of DPTAP (Figure [1](#anie201603676-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). This also suggests a much lower contribution from bulk‐like water in the electric double layer for DPPG. The multiple hydrogen bonding sites in the head group of DPPG may effectively lower the orientational order of water in the electric double layer, resulting in a dominant contribution from the bound water to the steady‐state and 2D spectra for DPPG. The orientation of water in the electric double layer of DPTAP seems not to be perturbed, as the head group of DPTAP does not have a hydrogen bonding site. Therefore, it is likely that SFG probes the DPTAP interface "more deeply" than DPPG.

Recently Skinner and co‐workers calculated 2D HD‐VSFG spectra using molecular dynamics simulations, and discussed the dynamics of isotopically diluted water at the DPTAP and DPPG interfaces.[15](#anie201603676-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Their calculation showed that the spectral diffusion dynamics of the OH stretch at both interfaces are bimodal, but that fast dynamics (∼300 fs) are predominant at the positively charged DPTAP interface, whereas slow dynamics (∼10 ps) are dominant at the negatively charged DPPG interface. They concluded that the dynamics of water at the DPPG interface are slow compared to the DPTAP interface, mostly because of the conformational constraints on water imposed by the hydrogen bond with the head group of DPPG. Our experimental results are very consistent with their predictions about the bimodal feature and the change in the amplitudes of the fast and slow components, although the calculated time constants are considerably different. The 2D lobe shape, as well as the amplitude of the steady‐state spectrum[16](#anie201603676-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} calculated by the Skinner group, are also in qualitative agreement with the present experimental results for both the DPTAP and DPPG interfaces.

Bonn and co‐workers previously performed time‐resolved and 2D VSFG spectroscopy on the lipid--water interfaces using homodyne detection.[17](#anie201603676-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} They argued that two different water sub‐ensembles (that is, weakly and strongly hydrogen‐bonded water species), which show distinct vibrational dynamics, exist at the lipid interfaces[17a](#anie201603676-bib-0017a){ref-type="ref"},[17b](#anie201603676-bib-0017b){ref-type="ref"} irrespective of the chemical nature of the head group.[17c](#anie201603676-bib-0017c){ref-type="ref"} In the present heterodyne 2D VSFG study on HOD in D~2~O, we did not find any spectral responses that indicate such distinct types (two varieties) of interfacial water at either of the lipid interfaces. As shown in Figure [2](#anie201603676-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, there is no discontinuity in the shape and dynamics of the bleach lobes observed for DPTAP and DPPG. We note that the previous homodyne experiments were performed in D~2~O, where the Fermi resonance significantly affects the spectral response.[9e](#anie201603676-bib-0009e){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the interpretation of time‐resolved VSFG spectra measured with homodyne detection is generally very difficult because it provides not Δχ^(2)^ but Δ\|χ^(2)^\|^2^.

Lastly, we mention time‐resolved and 2D IR studies relevant to the present 2D HD‐VSFG work. Infrared vibrational echo and 2D‐IR experiments showed that the frequency correlation loss of the confined water in negatively charged reversed micelles exhibits the larger slow component, as the number of confined water molecules is reduced (that is, more interfacial water is monitored).[18](#anie201603676-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} This result looks consistent with our present observation about negatively charged DPPG, for which we observe the slow component almost exclusively. Actually, the interfacial water can be strongly hydrogen‐bonded to the head group of the surfactant and lipid. A similar trend has also been observed for 2D IR experiments of the micelles of neutral zwitterionic phosphatidylcholine (PC).[19](#anie201603676-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} However, the situation would be different between zwitterionic PC and negatively charged DPPG because the former is net neutral and a large dipole is induced between the phosphate and choline groups.

In summary, using interface specific, phase‐ and time‐resolved 2D HD‐VSFG spectroscopy, combined with the isotopic dilution technique, we have shown that water dynamics at lipid interfaces are essentially different, reflecting the chemical structure of the lipid. The observed distinct hydrogen bond fluctuation and dynamics of interfacial water may have a significant influence on cell membrane processes.
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